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3D Systems’ New Offerings Usher in the Next 

Generation of Additive Manufacturing Solutions 
for Customers 

 
 Offerings uniquely position the company to address the broadest set of 

customer applications with industry-leading materials, hardware, software 
and services 

 New production materials extend leading materials portfolio across the 
most comprehensive set of additive manufacturing technologies 

 Next-generation printing platforms enable customers to seamlessly scale 
from prototyping to production with same material set 

 Cloud-based offering extends leading workflow software suite to deliver 
industry-leading uptime  

 New professional services group created to help customers overcome 
barriers to Additive Manufacturing 

 
DENVER, Colorado, November 7, 2017 – Today, 3D Systems (NYSE: DDD) announced 

moves that will enable the company to uniquely deliver customized solutions to customers.  

These new offerings significantly strengthen the company’s portfolio lineup giving them the 

broadest set of additive manufacturing software, services, and technologies in the industry – 

enabling them to address the widest array of customer applications across industries. 

 

The announcements include new production plastic and metal materials, expansion of its leading 

suite of workflow software, next-generation of printing systems enabling customers to scale from 

prototyping to production using the same materials, and a new professional services capability 

leveraging the company’s 30 years of additive manufacturing experience, advanced applications 

expertise and global footprint. 
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“We believe these announcements change the game for our customers and the industry by 

providing customized solutions to help customers overcome obstacles to adopting additive 

manufacturing,” said Vyomesh Joshi, president and chief executive officer, 3D Systems.  “We 

believe the innovation and capabilities we are announcing today will significantly accelerate our 

strategy to help customers move from prototyping to production, vertical to vertical, bridging the 

chasm between traditional and additive manufacturing.” 

 

Next-Generation Production Platforms for Plastics and Metals 

Heading the list of innovations unveiled by 3D Systems is the industry’s first scalable, fully 

integrated production platform for plastic and metal parts, providing manufacturers true factory 

solutions for durable, repeatable end-use parts. 

 

The company’s new Figure 4™ modular, scalable platform produces small, plastic parts with up 

to 15x throughput improvements versus competitive offerings, and up to 20 percent lower part 

cost than current manufacturing processes. The Figure 4 platform, based on original drawings 

from industry founder and current 3D Systems Chief Technology Officer Chuck Hull, will range 

from standalone configurations with prices starting around $25,000 to highly-customized, in-line 

production systems over $1 million. For more information on Figure 4, please go to 

3dsystems.com/figure4.  

 

3D Systems also unveiled a next-generation additive metal platform for high productivity factory 

production of metal parts, including seamless large parts and the largest diameter parts available 

in the industry. The new DMP 8500 Factory Solution features integrated powder management 

and a closed-loop system to ensure uniform, repeatable part quality – providing customers with 

a lower total cost of operation (TCO).  

 

Similar to Figure 4, the new DMP 8500 Factory Solution has a modular design that reduces 

required capital equipment and maximizes utilization. The new additive metal platform is 

engineered to enable manufacturers to scale, manage peak manufacturing runs and require 

minimal user involvement to deliver leading operational efficiency in a factory environment. For 

more information on the DMP 8500, please go to 3dsystems.com/dmp8500. 

 

New Professional Services Group and Cloud-Based Serviceability 
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In order to help customers integrate additive technologies into their manufacturing ecosystem, 

3D Systems announced the introduction of 3D Systems Professional Services to deliver a range 

of offerings from consultative services to implementation and uptime services. 

 

The new group leverages the company’s more than 30 years of domain expertise across the 

broadest portfolio of 3D technologies and manufacturing workflow software, its applications 

engineering expertise and global technical support footprint.   

 

The company also announced 3D Connect™, a cloud-based software solution to deliver proactive 

and predictive serviceability for production environments of all scales, from standalone to hybrid 

manufacturing environments. Initially, 3D Connect will enable remote service and printer fleet 

support.  The software will be integrated on new and select current systems beginning in early 

2018. For more information on 3D Connect, please go to 3dsystems.com/3dconnect. 

 

New Materials and SLS System Extends Leadership in Plastics  

3D Systems has also bolstered its current line of leading SLS production systems with the ProX® 

SLS 6100, as well as introduced three new nylon materials -- adding to its broad portfolio of 

production SLS materials. The new ProX SLS 6100 delivers larger parts than competing systems 

and an industry-leading TCO. 

 

New production SLS materials include DuraForm® FR1200 fire retardant nylon, DuraForm EX BLK 

nylon 11 and DuraForm AF+ aluminum-filled nylon.   

 

The new ProX SLS 6100 expands the company’s leading family of SLS printers designed for 

tough, high-resolution end-use parts and functional prototypes. The system features automated 

material handling and advanced 3D Sprint™ software to optimize part builds, and is aggressively 

priced against competing systems. For more information on the ProX SLS 6100, please go to 

3dsystems.com/sls6100. 

 

In addition to bolstering its SLS family, the company also introduced new rigid and engineering-

grade materials for its MultiJet Printing (MJP) platform that are more durable and produce lower 

cost functional prototypes than competing systems. The new engineering materials offer tough, 

ABS-like and durable, polypropylene-like properties, with mid-low modulus, high elongation and 

high impact strength. A new rigid gray material offers high contrast that is exceptional for 
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viewing fine details. In addition, several of its rigid materials are certified USP Class VI and pass 

ISO 10993 for use in medical device applications.  

 

New Entry-Level Industrial Desktop Delivers Leading Part Quality 

The company is entering the industrial desktop 3D printing category with the introduction of the 

FabPro™ 1000, an entry-level production printer created for engineers and designers, as well as 

jewelry artisans and fabricators. The FabPro 1000 – powered by best-in-class software - easily 

fits on a desktop and delivers exceptional part quality and speed with lower total cost of 

operation.  At less than $5,000, the FabPro 1000 is up to four times faster and delivers up to 40 

percent lower part cost versus similar solutions.  For more information, please go to 

3dsystems.com/fabpro. 

 

New Customer, Strategic Partner to Accelerate Momentum 

BMW awarded a new 3-year contract to 3D Systems. The contract is for the company’s On 

Demand Manufacturing (ODM) services and includes production of 3D printed parts that BMW 

will use for design and functional prototypes. 

 

Sanmina, a global manufacturing solutions provider, was selected by 3D Systems to provide 

manufacturing services for the Figure 4 family of products.    

 

Forward-Looking Statements 

Certain statements made in this release that are not statements of historical or current facts are 

forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 

1995. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 

factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the company to be 

materially different from historical results or from any future results or projections expressed or 

implied by such forward-looking statements. In many cases, forward looking statements can be 

identified by terms such as "believes," "belief," "expects," "may," "will," "estimates," "intends," 

"anticipates" or "plans" or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology. 

Forward-looking statements are based upon management’s beliefs, assumptions and current 

expectations and may include comments as to the company’s beliefs and expectations as to 

future events and trends affecting its business and are necessarily subject to uncertainties, many 

of which are outside the control of the company. The factors described under the headings 

"Forward-Looking Statements" and "Risk Factors" in the company’s periodic filings with the 

Securities and Exchange Commission, as well as other factors, could cause actual results to differ 
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materially from those reflected or predicted in forward-looking statements. Although 

management believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are 

reasonable, forward-looking statements are not, and should not be relied upon as a guarantee of 

future performance or results, nor will they necessarily prove to be accurate indications of the 

times at which such performance or results will be achieved. The forward-looking statements 

included are made only as the date of the statement. 3D Systems undertakes no obligation to 

update or review any forward-looking statements made by management or on its behalf, 

whether as a result of future developments, subsequent events or circumstances or otherwise. 

 

About 3D Systems  

3D Systems provides comprehensive 3D products and services, including 3D printers, print 

materials, on demand manufacturing services and digital design tools. Its ecosystem 

supports advanced applications from the product design shop to the factory floor to the 

operating room. 3D Systems’ precision healthcare capabilities include simulation, Virtual 

Surgical Planning, and printing of medical and dental devices as well as patient-specific 

surgical instruments. As the originator of 3D printing and a shaper of future 3D solutions, 

3D Systems has spent its 30-year history enabling professionals and companies to optimize 

their designs, transform their workflows, bring innovative products to market and drive new 

business models. 

More information on the company is available at www.3dsystems.com. 
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